
19. REFORMS REVOLUTION REACTION

(Hungary’s history from 1800 to the Freedom War of 1848-49)

The awakening

When Napoleon reached the Hungarian frontier during his Austrian campaign (1809) he called on

the Hungarians to rise against Austria. Remembering Louis XIV and his promises to Rakoczi, the

Hungarians did nothing — and for once that was the right thing to do. They even fulfilled their obligations

by supplying troops to the Emperor, Francis I (1792-1832) against Napoleon, though with considerably

less enthusiasm than their ancestors did to help Maria Theresa — but then Francis lacked the remarkable

attributes of his grandmother.

After Napoleon’s fall the Vienna Congress (1815) set up the Holy Alliance of the victorious

powers with the aim of re-establishing the rule of absolutism in Europe. In Austria, which had become an

Empire after the demise of the unlamented Holy Roman (German) Empire in 1804, Chancellor Metternich,

the most forceful statesman of the time, ruled with an iron will on behalf of the feeble-minded Francis I.

It was during the years of this despotic government that, at long last, a number of young

Hungarian nobles began to assess the condition of their nation. Slowly awakening after her “lost century”,

Hungary was a century behind the West and in need of urgent social, economic and constitutional

reforms. The problems awaiting solution were immense:

(a) The language of the government, legislation and education was still either German or Latin.

(b) As a result of the Austrian resettlement policies the proportion of the non-Magyar nationalities

rose to 50% of the total population of 12 million by 1820.

(c) Agricultural production — Hungary’s allotted role in the Empire suffered from old-fashioned

methods, fluctuation of prices, inflation caused by the wars and neglect by absentee landlords.

(d) There were hardly any Magyar middle classes. The Austrian policy discouraged the creation

of industry in Hungary and the rudimentary trade and commerce were almost exclusively in the bands of

German-Austrian burghers and recent Jewish immigrants.

When the Diet was finally convoked in 1825, the rapidly increasing group of reformers was ready

to suggest measures to solve these problems but the Viennese Imperial Council, headed by Metternich

and Count Kolowrat, an avowed enemy of the Hungarians, refused to respond to their demands.

The first of these reformers was Count ISTVAN (STEPHEN) SZECHENYI (1791-1860), son of

one of the few progressive Catholic aristocrats of Transdanubia. After a distinguished service with the

imperial cavalry, young Szechenyi visited the western countries, (especially Great Britain), studying their

democratic institutions, industry, economy, finances and agriculture. Returning to Hungary, he attended

the 1825 Diet where he offered a large endowment toward the foundation of a National Academy of

Sciences. Soon afterwards he summed up his suggestidus in a book entitled “Hitel" (Credit) (1830). He



advocated equality of opportunity for all members of the nation, including serfs and nationalities, and

blamed the complacent and reactionary nobility for the nation’s backwardness. He also advocated the

solution of the social and economic problems before attacking the constitutional ones. A surprisingly large

number of aristocrats and nobles welcomed his suggestions, however unpalatable they seemed to the

conservatives.

At the Diet of 1832 another leading figure appeared, LAJOS (LOUIS) KOSSUTH (1802-1894).

Scion of an old Protestant noble family of Upper Hungary, he was a lawyer by profession and possessed



exceptional talents as an orator, writer and statesman. He immediately joined Szechenyi’s reform circle.

Though they eventually became political opponents, Kossuth always maintained great respect for

Szechenyi, whom he called “the greatest of Hungarians.” Kossuth considered the nation’s political

freedom and the constitutional reform as his prime target, while Szechenyi insisted that the nation must

maintain its traditional ties with the dynasty and Austria and should carry out internal social and economic

reforms first. During the subsequent Diets this difference in priorities separated Kossuth’s “Liberals” from

Szechenyi’s “Moderates”. The Vienna Council looked at Kossuth’s activities with increased suspicion and

had him imprisoned for a while for breaches of the censorship laws (for having published a handwritten

record of the Parliamentary proceedings).

After his release from prison, Kossuth became the political leader of the reformers while

Szechenyi concentrated on promoting in a practical and unspectacular way the economic and cultural

reforms he had suggested. He spent most of his considerable income in financing or initiating such

projects as the development of steamship navigation, river regulation and flood mitigation schemes, the

building the first suspension bridge between Pest and Buda over the Danube river and the publication of

further works expounding his ideas.

The new Emperor-King, Ferdinand V (1835-1848) was an imbecile and had no say in the affairs

of the Empire. The incessant demands of the Diet had finally some effect upon the Imperial Council and

so the 1842 Diet was able to codify the use of Hungarian as the official language of the country. After 300

years the nation was allowed to use its own language in its own country

The peaceful “Revolution”

The Diet of 1847-48 was opened by the Emperor-King —in Hungarian. The first Habsburg in 300

years to use the language of his “loyal subjects” caused immense enthusiasm (and some merriment)

among the assembled deputies. The Liberals, led by Kossuth in the Lower House and by Count Lajos

Batthanyi in the Upper House, had practically unanimous support in both Houses. The Viennese Council

began to show a more lenient attitude, especially after the fall of the French monarchy, which was

followed by uprisings in several cities of the Empire —though not in Hungary (February 1848). Metternich

resigned and a deputation of the Hungarian Parliament was received in Vienna by the Emperor (or rather

by the Imperial Council, nicknamed “The Kamarilla”). The deputation submitted the demands of the nation

and these demands were accepted by a much mellowed Council. A responsible government was ap-

pointed with Count Lajos Batthanyi as its Prime Minister and the other leaders, such as Kossuth and

Szechenyi, as Ministers.



Dissatisfied with the progress of the Diet (which was meeting in Pozsony, on the Austrian border)

and not knowing of the Vienna development, the youth of Pest and Buda decided to go into action on the

15th March, 1848. The poet Petofi wrote a stirring poem “Rise Hungarians” and read it to the assembled

demonstrators. A crowd moved in a disciplined procession to the Buda Chancellery (the Office of the

Governor-General) and presented their demands — the famous “12 Points” —printed, for the first time,

without the censor’s permission. These points were almost word for word identical with the Liberal



platform, which had just been accepted in Vienna. The military watched the demonstration with sympathy

— not a shot was fired on this day.

Thus the people of the nation’s capital expressed, without bloodshed, its unanimous decision to

abolish serfdom and accept sweeping reforms — an achievement which had cost the French nation

hundreds of thousands of lives half a century before.

March the fifteenth, with its symbolic gesture has since remained the Hungarians’ greatest

national day, the one day of the year when Hungarians all over the world forget their differences and

discover what unites them: their love of freedom.

In April 1848 royal sanction was given to Hungary’s new constitution. The main innovations of this

constitution were:

1. Establishment of a responsible government. The King’s decrees were only valid when

countersigned by the government.

2. Re-establishment of the union with Transylvania.

3. Abolition of serfdom and equality for all before the law and equality of tax burdens.

4. Freedom of religion and of the press.

5. The establishment of a national guard (the “Honved” army).

6. Parliamentary elections by popular vote.

The relations with Austria remained unchanged:Hungary became an “independent kingdom”

within the framework of tbe dual monarchy under the Habsburg ruler.

Though the feudal privileges were abolished overnight and no compensation was ever paid to the

landlords for the loss of their serfs, there was no hostile reaction from the Hungarian nobility. It was

obvious that the nobility’s much criticised “feudal attitude” had been motivated by lassitude and passivity

rather than anti-social ideology.

Austrian intervention

The new Austrian Chancellor, Kolowrat, decided to neutralise the effects of the new constitution,

“extorted, under revolutionary threats, from the feeble-minded Emperor” (as he put it). The Council roused

the nationalities against the Magyars. The Magyar-hating Governor of Croatia, Colonel Jellasich, claimed

that the new constitution endangered the traditional Croat freedom. So he demanded the restoration of

centralised Viennese administration. The Serbs began to demand an independent Serbian state in the

southern districts of Hungary. The Rumanians of Transylvania became the most willing weapons of the

Viennese interference. They and the Serbs set out on a cruel and senseless campaign of pillage and

murder against the defenceless Magyar population (which had no Magyar defence forces yet), while the

Austrian garrisons stood by passively. In the north the Slovaks and the Ruthenes did not follow the

example of the southern minorities. In fact thousands of them later joined the Hungarian “Honveds” in

fighting the Austrians.



In June 1848 the murderous rampage of the Rumanians and Serbs moved the Hungarian

Parliament to set up the National Defence Force. A National Defence Committee was formed with

Kossuth as its chairman to co-ordinate the defence of the nation. By the end of September, the Imperial

Council had practically repudiated the April constitution and ordered the Austrian and Croat troops to

crush the Hungarian “rebellion” As a result of an unfortunate misunderstanding, the Austrian general

Lamberg was killed in Pest. This inexcusable violence had far-reaching consequences: Prime Minister

Batthanyi resigned and so did Szechenyi. This great man, horrified by the vision of a civil war, suffered a

nervous breakdown and was taken to a Vienna asylum where he died by his own hand in 1860.

Kossuth, as head of the National Defence Committee, became virtually the Prime Minister. He

remained, in fact, the actual leader of the nation during the ensuing struggle. In October the Emperor-

King was made to sign a decree dissolving the Parliament and dismissing the government. As this decree

was not countersigned by the government, it was not legal, of course. Austrian and Croat troops crossed

into Transdanubia under Jellasich in September but this well-equipped regular army was defeated by a

small force of hastily mobilised national guards under two young officers, Arthur Gorgey and Mor Perczel.

The news of the defeat caused a shortlived uprising in Vienna (during which the hated war-minister,

Latour, was lynched by the Austrian rebels).. So, in retaliation, the imperial commander, Windiscbgratz,

launched a full-scale campaign against Hungary.

In December the Council forced the old Emperor, Ferdinand, to resign and his 18 year-old

nephew Francis Joseph was declared Emperor. He was not even next in line of succession, the

Hungarian government was not consulted and Francis Joseph was not crowned King of Hungary,

Thus Hungary was facing what amounted to external aggression by a nominal ruler imposed

illegally by a coup d’etat.

The war of self-defence

The subsequent war has been called “War of Independence” or “Freedom War”, even

“Revolutionary War”. At this stage it was none of these. Hungary did have her independence, guaranteed

in the April constitution, similarly the freedom of a modern democratic society. No Hungarian leader

wanted more in December 1848. Thus the subsequent armed conflict can be termed nothing but the

defensive war of an attacked nation and its legal government against an external aggressor and its

internal allies, the insurgent nationalities. For the same reason, many imperial officers —. Austrians and

Germans — joined the newly organised “Honved” army.

The Diet, on Kossuth’s advice, appointed Arthur Gorgey commander-in-chief of the National

Army. Gorgey, a former guards officer, a man with a cool scientific approach to military strategy, but also

with great personal courage, was an excellent choice. On learning of Windischgratz’s attack he withdrew

his untrained troops to the northern mountains.  In Transylvania Kossuth appointed the brilliant Polish

general, Joseph Bern, to restore order, which this admirable old man did, against overwhelming forces



(Austrians . and Rumanian irregulars). He was equipped with little more than the admiration of his

soldiers, a strategic intuition and determination.

The northern army of Gorgey, trained, hardened and rested, launched the victorious "spring

campaign” in March 1849 and soon reached the Danube-bend, north of Budapest. It then turned to the

north, defeating and outmanoeuving Windischgratz’s well-equipped regulars repeatedly. At the end of this

whirlwind campaign, the imperials held only the fort of Buda and the frontier city of Pozsony.

Windischgratz was dismissed in disgrace. In the meantime, the south of Hungary was pacified by Mor

Perczel, a gifted civilian-general and the Serbian-born John Damjanich who, disgusted with the atrocities

committed by his fellow nationals, joined the Hungarians and became one of their most successful

generals. Bern was holding Transylvania: Hungary seemed to have defended herself successfully.

Independence, Russian intervention, defeat

On the 4th of March, 1849, Francis Joseph proclaimed the abolition of Hungary’s self-

government. Kossuth decided to end Hungary’s constitutional vacuum and convened the Diet in

Debrecen. On the 14th of April, 1849, the Diet declared Hungary’s complete independence, dethroned

the Habsburg dynasty and elected Kossuth Regent. A new ministry was formed with Bertalan Szemere as

the Prime Minister.

Whilst legally justified, this action came at the wrong time. The revolutions and uprisings of

Europe had by then been defeated, except in Hungary. Moreover, unknown to the Hungarians, Austria

had already asked for the Russians’ help to crush the Hungarian “rebellion”. The Tsar obliged and

dispatched 200,000 elite troops against Hungary.

On the government’s instructions Gorgey undertook the wasteful siege of Buda and took the

strong fort in May. By that time, however, a newly organised Austrian army and fresh Russian troops were

preparing for a new assault — a total force of 450,000 with 1,700 cannon, against the exhausted, under-

equipped Honved army of 170,000 (with 450 cannon). Gorgey made several bold attempts at defeating

the Austrians before the arrival of the Russians, once he led a cavalry charge himself and was gravely

wounded. Eventually he had to withdraw before the joint Russian-Austrian forces. In August Kossuth

realised that the war was lost and transferred all his powers to Gorgey, then left the country.

On the 13th of August, 1849 Gorgey, at the head of the remaining Honved troops, capitulated

before the Russian cornmander. The fortress of Komarom under the brilliant young general Klapka, held

out for another six weeks.

The sadistic Austrian general Haynau (nicknamed “the Hyena’ for his cruelty in Italy), was made

Hungary’s military dictator to vent his wrath upon a defenceless people. He had 160 soldiers and civilians

executed, among them 13 generals and ex-Prime Minister Batthanyi, and sentenced thousands to long

prison terms. At the Tsar’s special request Gorgey was pardoned and interned in Austria.





20. ROMANTIC RENAISSANCE

(Literature, art and music in the first half of the XIXth century)

Classical literature and culture have always had their attraction for the Hungarians. Thus,

at the end of the XVIlIth century, the first writers attempting to arouse the somnolent nation used

the inspiration of the great Greek and Roman poets.

The “Horatian” odes of Daniel Berzsenyi (1176-1836) expressed his thoughts in rhythmic, classic

metre and rather old-fashioned Hungarian language. He was a pessimist — but then he had so much to

be pessimistic about: the attitudes of the Hungarian nobles at the turn of the century gave him, little hope

for national revival. So he found consolation in the memories of the glorious past and, eventually, in the

placid haven of stoicism in the true Roman fashion.

MIHALY CSOKONAI-VITEZ  (1773—1805), the restless minstrel of Debrecen, a lyricist with a

pleasant blend of classic humanistic and Magyar folk inspiration, wrote love poetry in fresh, folkish

language with just a touch of melancholy and eroticism. This, and his volatile way of life, made him

unpopular with his hypocritical contemporaries. The lyric cycle “Lilla’s Songs” (published, like most of his

work, after his death) is a collection of sincere, often sensuous love songs, sometimes under the disguise

of the fashionable flower imagery of his age (“To the Rosebud”). His comic epic, “Dorothy”, a satire of the

“high society” of his time, with its gently erotic fantasies became one of the most popular works young

ladies were not supposed to read. He also wrote lyrics for many songs of contemporary Hungarian

composers. These, being intended for use in “good society”, limit themselves to romantic meditations of

the type young ladies were allowed to swoon about. (“To Hope”)

Though his classic-humanistic education was coloured by considerable French influence, Sandor

(Alexander) Kisfaludy (1772-1844), deserves mention here for his pleasant lyric cycle, “Himfy’s Loves”,

divided into two parts. The first, “Lamenting Love”, was written after his return from French captivity,

which seemed to have been made more than bearable by the charitable attentions of the French ladies.

No wonder that the young hussar, none the worse for his “French leave”, received a rather cool reception

from the lady of his heart (the Hungarian one, that is). In the rhythmic, rhyming stanzas (a verse form of

his own creation), Kisfaludy used a smooth, pleasant flow of rather old-fashioned but rich and colourful

phrases to describe mankind’s oldest sentiment. His colourful nature descriptions show the inspiration of

French Romanticism (the result of his extended study-tour in France), without any of the popular German

sentimentality of the period. His obvious sincerity and veiled threats to take up military service again

caused his Rosa to forget and forgive. She married him and Sandor wrote the second part of his cycle,

“Happy Love”, which turned out to be considerably shorter than the first part. Then they lived happily ever

after — for forty more years — without the help of poetry.



The RenewaI of the Language

The Magyar language which had already demonstrated its suitability for literature during the XVIth

and XVIIth centuries, became practically obsolete during the XVIIIth century with its German and Latin

culture. Reading Hungarian books was just “not the thing to do”.  Thus the young intellectuals of the

"Reform generation” at the beginning of the XIXth century realised that the Magyar language needed

rejuvenation.  The leader of the “language renewal” was Ferenc (Francis) Kazinczy a great linguist, man

of letters and poet. He and his circle of language reformers enriched the language with many new words

made up by linguistic methods of derivation.

Kazinczy’s disciple, Ferenc Kolcsey (1790-1838) is remembered as the author of Hungary’s

national anthem, the “Himnusz””, a great but rather melancholic patriotic elegy. His calm stoicism tended

to turn into despondent pessimism toward the end of his life. His last poem, “Zrinyi’s Second Song”, the

saddest voice in Magyar literature, conjures up the harrowing vision of the self—destruction of the

Hungarian nation, its place “taken by another nation on the banks of the four rivers…"

The independent Romantic poet, KAROLY (CHARLES) KISFALUDY (1788-1830), Sandor’s

brother, broke with the conservative traditions of his family and began his artistic career as an itinerant

painter. His first literary creations were romantic tragedies, followed by more successful comedies.  The

basic concept in both was the conflict between conservatism and progress, often presented as the

“generation gap”. In his search for fresh vocabulary, he turned to the people and adopted many folk

poetry phrases and even wrote folkish song texts, some of which are still popular Magyar songs.  His

patriotic poetry (“Mohacs”) expresses hope in the future instead of lamenting over the past as was the

fashion in his days.

The humorous ballad “The Sorrowing Husband”  gave the Magyar language a proverb — the last

line of the poem.

Kisfaludy’s literary review “Aurora” be came the rallying point of critics and poets.

The Romantic Drama and Prose

Jozsef (Joseph) Katona (1791-1830), author of the great drama “Bank Ban”; remained practically

unknown during his lifetime. The drama, written in 1815, is a historical tragedy in five acts in blank verse.

The plot is based on a doubtful historic incident of the XIIIth century: the Palatin, Bank, in the absence of

the King is drawn into a violent clash with the Queen and her foreign advisors and eventually kills her.

Katona’s characterisation is excellent. Following the example of the French drama, he uses several

strong personalities whose violent confrontation causes almost unbearable tension. The drama was later

made into a great opera by the composer, Ferenc Erkel.



The historical novel “Abafi”, written by the Transylvanian Baron Miklos Josika in 1836, was the

first successful Hungarian novel.

Baron Jozsef Eotvos (1813-1871), a man with many talents, was a well—known political figure, a

moderate reformer, before and after the War of 1848-49, a pioneer of the social novel, a lyric and epic

poet and an important and respected literary critic. His first novel, “The Carthusian”, was a typical product

of the epidemic melancholy called “mal du siecle” which became the fad of the mid-XIXth century.  "The

Village Notary” is an excellent satire of backward country nobility.

Mihaly (Michael) Vorosmarty

Born in 1800 of a poor, Catholic noble family of Transdanubia, and educated in Pest, Vorosmarty

spent most of his life in the Hungarian capital as Director of the Academy of Sciences and leading literary

critic. During the War of 1848-49 he was a member of the Parliament and had to hide after the

capitulation. Amnestied, he spent the last years of his life in Pest. He died in 1855.

He established his poetic fame in 1825 with the epic “Zalan’s Flight”, based on the legends of the

conquest of Hungary in the lXth century. This work revived the art of the epic, silent in Hungary since the

XVllth century but very popular in western Europe during the Romantic period. The colourful style and the

imaginative beauty of the descriptive passages lend an almost lyric character to this youthful work. The

smoothly flowing classical hexarnetres blend remarkably with the flexible Magyar language of which

Vorosrnarty became the accomplished master.

ln addition to several heroic epics, he also wrote pleasant narrative poems of a lighter nature, of

which “Fair Helen” is the best example. The romantic love story of King Matthias and the beautiful Ilonka

comes to the inevitable melancholic ending so dear to the hearts of the readers of the age.

Vorosmarty established his fame with his epic poems but he really excelled in an original type of

contemplative lyric poerly, of which he was the greatest master in Hungarian literature. The most

characteristic of these philosophical poems is his wedding gift to his bride: “To the Daydreamer”. A few

years later, Petofi wrote his most beautiful poem to his wife. Being inspired by their own wives, a rare

occurrence in world literature, seems to be another of those “Hungarian inventions”.

Many lyric poems are elegies or odes with ballad-like elements in a meditative mood, often

ending in melancholic messages. Stoic reflections on the futility of human progress inspire Vorosmarty’s

deep “Thoughts in a Library”, a pessimistic vision of the value of human knowledge. His great patriotic

hymn, “Appeal” (“Szozat”), though pessimistic in its tone, became the nation’s second anthern. His

greeting to Ferenc Liszt received a gratifying echo from the great composer in the form of the symphonic

poem “Hungaria”.



Vorosmarty’s last poem; “The Old Gypsy”, conjures an apocalyptic vision of the nation’s

destruction but ends in a glimmer of hope. It was written at the height of Austrian oppression after the

Independence War.

His most durable drama is the fairytale fantasy “Csongor and Tunde”, based on a medieval

romance with some Magyar folk-tale elements.

Vorosmarty’s poetry is romantic and objective — classical —at the same time. It expresses the

temperament of a typical Magyar of Transdanubia, the “western Magyar”, like his great ideal, Szechenyi.

His deep Catholicism is devoid of dry puritanism, his sincere emotions lack the fiery passion of the



“eastern Magyar” poets (Csokonai), his rich vocabulary describes his themes with classical precision and

clarity, his wit is anodyne and his patriotism, though melanchohc, is never despondent.

The search for a national art form

By the turn of the century, the Hungarian writers had found their Rornantic-Classical-Magyar style

but the artists had grave problems. There were no art schools in Hungary; they had to go to the West in

order to study. Many did and some never returned to Hungary. Those who did return found it hard to

receive commissions from the Hungarian magnates, who preferred foreign artists.

The pressing need for new churches, public buildings and ornate homes called for increasing

activity in the field of architecture. The Hungarian—born architects chose neo—classicism as their

favourite style in silent protest against Vienna’s Rococo and Baroque. Neo-classicism, congenial to the

Magyar taste, gained special national characteristics by the addition of certain provincial elements,

especially in the smaller country buildings.

The first monumental building of the neo-classic style was the Debrecen Reformed ‘Church built

by M. Pechy, who also built the Reformed College in the same town. The most eminent neo—classic

architect was Mihaly Pollack, who worked in Pest. His chief achievement is the Hungarian National

Museum (1837). Jozsef Hild took part in the building of the Esztergom cathedral (the largest in Hungary)

and built the Eger cathedral.

The first noteworthy Hungarian sculptor of the era was Istvan Ferenczy (1792-1856), who

received no support from the rich magnates and prelates who preferred foreign sculptors. His first

success, a bust of the poet Csokonai, was his gift to the town of Debrecen. His masterpiece, “The

Shepherdess”, is the best example of Hungarian sculpture since the Renaissance. He was acclaimed —

but remained poor. In his later years he conducted an art school which eventually produced the greatest

Hungarian sculptor of the century, M. Izso.

The painters suffered less from lack of financial support as their art did not need much capital.

Still, many talented painters remained abroad as their country did not seem to need their talent.

Karoly Marko, the romantic landscape painter, worked abroad most of the time, but on his short

visits to Hungary he painted impressive landscapes (“Visegrad”). Karoly Kisfaludy, the poet, was also an

imaginative painter of stormy landscapes.

The eighteen-forties witnessed the beginning of the career of the greatest Hungarian romantic

painter, Miklos Barabas (1810-1898). He lived and achieved success in Hungary. His specific style, a

synthesis of Romantic and Classic elements and Magyar temperament appealed to the aristocracy as

well as the middle classes. The great majority of his works were portraits with just a degree of romantic

idealisation but without sentimentality or eccentricity (“Mrs. Bitto”)



Karoly Brocky studied and worked abroad. He acquired fame in London with his romantic

mythological themes and portraits.

The applied arts suffered similarly from financial problems. The Herend porcelain factory was

founded during this period and began to produce its world4amous figurines.

Romantic and patriotic music

Interest in the music of the people added impulse to the revival of Magyar music at the beginning

of the XlXth century. Collections of folk songs began to appear. Poets and musicians began to discover

the rich treasures of folk music and poetry.

When the Germanisation policies of Joseph II finally aroused the Magyars’ national pride, the so-

called “toborzo” (“verbunk”) became the fiery symbol of Magyar spirit, especially through the interpretation

of the gypsy bands.



The popular composers of the early XIXth century found inspiration in the “toborzo”folkmusic type

melodies; they included Janos Lavotta, the famous violin virtuoso, Antal Cserma’k, the first Hungarian

composer of chamber music, and Mark Rozsavolgyi, composer of ballroom music and opera.

The folk and “toborzo” melodies served as inspiration for the melodic themes of the emerging

new music form, the opera. Jozsef Ruzicska’s “Bela’s Flight” was the first noteworthy Hungarian opera.

Ferenc Erkel (1810—1893) was the real creator of Hungarian opera and its greatest master. A

native of the Great Plain, he went to the capital where he became the conductor of the National Theatre

and later the Director of the Academy of Music (under its president, Ferenc Liszt). Erkel found the

harmonious synthesis of western operatic structures, techniques and styles and genuine national themes,

taking his inspiration from the popular music of his time. His romantic interpretation of the spirit of

Hungarian history suited the mood of the national revival.

His first opera was performed in 1840. His first great success was “Laszlo Hunyadi” (1844), a true

expression of the romantic-patriotic mood of the forties projected into the XVth century atmosphere of the

plot: the tragic story of Janos Hunyadi’s elder son, Laszlo, destroyed by the king’s perfidious counsellors.

The music and the plot presented a strikingly accurate picture of the nation’s emotions in the forties: the

impatience and frustration caused by the Viennese king’s counsellors’ delaying and repressive tactics.

Erkel’s greatest opera, “Bank Ban”, was performed long after the failure of the struggle for

independence, a few years before the “Compromise”. Based on Katona’s drama with a slightly modified

libretto, the story and the melodies expressed the nation’s will to survive in spite of the Austrian

oppression.

In his later years Erkel composed several operas which came increasingly under Wagnerian

inspiration and lost some of their characteristically Hungarian flavour.

Mihaly Mosonyi, Erkel’s contemporary, aimed to find a national music form in the field of

instrumental music. His more memorable works were composed for single instruments or orchestra and

choir. The best known of these is his “FuneralMusic”, commemorating the death of Istvan Szechenyi. His

romantic—mythological oratorio, “Feast of Purification”, deserve to be better known.

Some performing artists of the period became world famous. Apart from Ferenc Liszt and Janos

Lavotta, Ede Remenyi and Jozsef Joachim violin virtuosos made Hungarian popular music known all over

the world





21. “SHEPHERDS AND KINGS.

(The Christian inspiration of Hungarian folk poetry)

The old religion of the pre-Settlement Magyars presented remarkable similarities to Christianity.

Its moral and theological structure was basically that of a monotheistic, animistic faith, based on the

adoration of one God (“Isten”) and respect and veneration for many spirits, such as the spirits of their

departed ancestors and angel-like super-beings. These were respected in much the same way that

Christianity respects its saints, angels and the memory of departed souls. Thus the ancient Magyar

religion cannot be called “paganism” in the polytheistic sense of the Greco-Roman or Assyrian-

Babylonian religions.

Christianity has often accepted and used the framework of certain pagan myths and festivals,

replacing them with its own liturgical content. Thus the Magyars found it congenial to celebrate the

mysteries of Christianity, such as Christmas, Easter, Whitsun and the feasts of some saints (especially

those of the Blessed Virgin), by providing them with the colour and warmth of their own millenia-old poetic

myths and rites. Folk poems, ballads, legends, anecdotes and dramatic presentations connected with

Christian festivals abound among the Magyar people of all denominations. This folk poetry of Christian

inspiration offers a fascinating field of folklore study, hitherto not sufficiently explored.

The language of Christian liturgy has provided the people with a rich store of relgious

phraseology. The colourful imagery of Christian liturgy has always appealed to the anonymous poets of

the people who adopted this inspiration with their characteristic emotional-religious nationalism.

The richest treasure of religious folk poetry is found in plays and songs connected with

Christmas. Many Christmas carols are sung in connection with the Church service, others form part of the

Bethlehem plays.

This time of the year, the winter solstice — the resurrection of the sun after the shortest day of the

year December 22 —used to herald the increase of life-giving sunshine in pagan liturgy. Thus from time

immemorial this has been the season of festivities. The pagans used to celebrate the Sun-God, the

Christians the birth of Christ, their “Life-giving Sun”. Ancient rites have been Christianised, but memories

of old festivities of the Sun still linger in Hungarian folk hymns, such as the refrain of a popular carol: "Oh

life, oh sunshine — Oh dear little Jesus."



The role of the humble herdsmen in tbe Bethlehem story has always appealed to the Magyar

peasant. Some carols present a cheerful, dance rhythm, such as the “Shepherds’ Dance” from Central

Hungary. Some carols of a more solemn nature begin with the Latin words of the Catholic liturgy. The

angels’ call to the herdsmen of Bethlehem on Christmas night inspired many folk carols. The best-known

of these: “Herdsmen . . . “, first recorded in a XVIIth century hymn book, is found in many varieties in all

Magyar-speaking areas.

One of the most popular carols, known in Transylvania and the Great Plain, begins with the

Greek words of the Catholic liturgy (slightly Magyarised): “Kirje, kirje. . .". The naive charm of the text and

the purity of the ancient tune leave no doubt that we hear one of the genuine creations of the people,

probably the Szekelys of eastern Transylvania from where it must have spread to the other regions. Here

the majestic Christ of the liturgy becomes a sweet little baby surrounded by His mother and simple

shepherds, worried about the cold and wishing they could give the Divine Child the comfort which,

according to the gospel, had been denied to Him in Bethlehem.

Another shepherd-carol, “Shepherds...” is known in many regions. Both the text and the melody

are folk creations and show no scholarly influence. This simple folk hymn has become a standard part of

the Christmas Midnight Masses in Hungary.



The commemoration of Jesus Christ’s birth in Bethlehem has been the subject of festival plays

and puppet-shows presented at Christmas time in all Christian countries since the Middle Ages. These

Bethlehem-plays, impromptu dramatic performances, have become part of the Hungarian peasants’

Christmas celebrations too. Performed by troupes of children or adults, these plays are often combined

with presentations of puppets, accompanied by songs and musical instruments, and sometimes even

dancing. The scene is usually the stable with Mary and Joseph standing at the manger in which the child

Jesus — a doll or sometimes a live baby — is lying. The herdsmen arrive during the play or stand at the

manger when the play starts. Angels and other symbolic characters — representing the good and bad

principles — often take part in the play. In some regions the child-actors may even take the manger to

church and perform there a shorter version of the play.

The songs and texts have many variations and the costumes are sometimes quite elaborate. In

the Catholic regions the texts are serious and conform more or less with the church texts and traditions.

In the Protestant regions (where the Bethlehem plays are just as popular), the actors often improvise and

add a touch of comedy to the play. Their principal actor may be a sleepy old shepherd on whom the

youngest boys play various tricks. Throughout the play improvisations — humorous or earnest —mingle

with beautiful old folk hymns.  In many songs the peasants’ naive, nostalgic devotion is presented in the

form of a wish: “If Jesus had been born in Hungary, things would have been different He would certainly

have received a warmer welcome from his Magyar shepherds”. In the Appendix we quote extracts from a

Bethlehem play recorded in western Hungary.

In some Bethlehem plays, marionettes are made to dance before the manger. They represent

symbolic characters: Death, the devil, angels, shepherds, peasants, Herod, soldiers. Candles decorate

the elaborate puppet stage and they flicker in the cold, snowy night of the village as the children move

from one house to the next.

The deeply emotional carol “A Beautiful Rose” sums up the spirit of these Bethlehem plays as it

paints a picture of the Holy Virgin bending over the manger where her Son, the “Beautiful Flower” sleeps:

Jesus, who brought sunshine and life to the Earth. Thus Christian and ancient thoughts meet in harmony

in the humble, rustic image of the candle4it scene of Bethlehem.

On the 6th of January (Epiphany), the Three Wise Men (the Magi or Three Kings) are

remembered by the re-enactment of the scene described in the gospels. Three children — often girls

dressed in white robes with mitres, and holding long stocks (sceptres), represent the three Kings. They

are often preceded by an “angel" holding a “star” on a pole. They enter each house, calling on the people

to “seek the Star over Bethlehem…" Their play is connected with the Bethlehem plays and contains

carols of a similar nature.



The customs connected with Easter show, curiously enough, little Christian inspiration. The same

is the case with Saint Ivan’s Day (Midsummer Day, June 22), as mentioned in the previous chapters. The

Whitsun customs, such as the Whitsun-Queen procession, mingle Christian and pagan elements. (cf.

Chapter11).

Of the saints, Saint Stephen, the first king of Hungary, is often remembered in songs. As is the

case with the other saints’ days, the people who bear the saint’s name celebrate their “name-day” and are

congratulated, often in flowery verse.

The Magyars accepted Christianity during the XIth century with some reluctance, directed not

against the faith but against the foreigners brought to Hungary to propagate it. Once, however, the

Christian faith, and with it western civilisation, had been accepted, it became the nation’s own heritage,

jealously defended through centuries of wars. The new faith became a Hungarian religion, and Christian

devotion and Magyar patriotism became synonymous notions. The Magyars began to regard themselves

as soldier-knights of Christ and of the Holy Virgin, the “Patron of Hungary”. They have an almost romantic

veneration for the Virgin Mary, the “Great Queen of Hungary”. (By a strange turn of fate, Hungary never

had a Hungarian-born queen). Since the XVIllth century, Catholics have often referred to Hungary as

“Regnum Marianum” (Mary’s Kingdom”).

This emotional cult of Christianity’s loveliest saint found deep echoes in the hearts of the

Magyars. There are many hymns devoted to the Holy Virgin, some folk creations, others written and

composed by unknown artists. The best-known of these is the rather melancholic hymn “Our Mother,

Lady of Hungary probably composed by an unknown schoJar of the XVIlth century.




